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Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) indicates the retrieval of unstructured records that consists mainly of free-form natural language text (Greengrass, 2000) . It is a way of obtaining information that is most relevant or related to a user's query from a collection of information.
Unstructured records are those documents that do not have a specific format where the information is presented. When a huge amount of information is available, retrieval of the related material is quite crucial. Ideally, the main target of an information retrieval system should be to provide information as accurate as possible based on the user's query and that that information being relevant to the user.
The two main categories of information retrieval evaluation are user-based evaluation and system-based evaluation (also known as batch evaluation). The user-based approach focuses on the users' interaction with the IR systems and the benefit from the IR systems (Hersh, et al., 1995) , while the system-based evaluation focuses on measuring system effectiveness in a non-interactive laboratory environment (Ravana, 2011) . The system-based evaluation is also more widely used when compared to user-based experiments and has been the leading standard in the past 30 years (Turpin, et al., 2009 ). Due to the impractical effort in judging the usefulness of the search retrieval in user-based evaluations, the system-based IR evaluation takes precedence (Mandl, 2008) . The system-based evaluation advantages include easily reproducible results that make it suitable for comparative studies, lesser time in experimentation, and being less costly than user-based experiments.
Due to the lack of consistency in performing IR evaluation in real time on the Web, laboratory experiments in the IR field offer regularities for evaluation. The laboratory test collections increased in size, although not as large as those found in operational systems, and contained document proxies with title and abstract or, in some, only the titles (Rasmussen, 2002) . When the Web boomed in the 1990s, there was a need for larger test collections when the existing test collections became insufficient (Ravana, 2011) . Ad-hoc retrieval is searching for relevant documents for an earlier unknown topic using a static collection. The authors (Turpin, et al., 2009 ) stated that evaluation of this ad-hoc retrieval would need a collection of documents, a set of topics or queries that represent the need of the user, and a set of relevance judgments that indicate the relevancy of each document for each query.
Human assessors who judge the relevancy of each document per topic from pooling create the relevance judgment. However, human assessors tend to introduce errors during the judgment process (Scholer, et al., 2011) and have varied judgment decisions for the same document (Bailey, et al., 2008; Webber, et al., 2012) . This research, on the other hand, aims to reduce these human assessors' effort and directly create the relevance judgment from pooling. We foresee the following benefits:
i. Reduce human effort involved in information retrieval evaluation by incorporating automated methods without human assessors to generate the relevance judgments.
ii. Avoid biases to any group of systems that happens through traditional pooling where the selection of documents for judgment is only from contributing systems while omitting documents from non-contributing systems. The proposed methods in this research include both the contributing and non-contributing systems during the pooling. This approach would avoid biasness that happens through pooling in TREC. It also contributes to fair effectiveness scores for the systems.
Starting with a research background from previous works on errors introduced by human assessors and alternative methods to generate relevance judgments, the paper focuses on using the number of occurrences of documents per topic and documents' ranking. Firstly, judging document relevancy uses exponential variation method and secondly, the document ranking method. Then, the results and discussion from experimentation are included. Finally, the conclusion is drawn, and the future work is proposed.
Research Background
Generating relevance judgments for large-scale test collections through human assessors consumes a lot of time and is prone to induce errors during judgments (Scholer, et al., 2011; Smucker & Jethani, 2012) . Relevance judgments generated by human assessors for largescale test collections may not be feasible and possibilities to reproduce are slim due to varying judgment decisions at various times by different assessors or the same assessor.
Hence, there is a need for alternative methods to generate relevance judgments with reduced human assessors' effort.
Human Assessor Errors in Generating Relevance Judgments
Human expertise is a reliable source of judgment when weighing attributes in web evaluation (Saeid, et al., 2011) similar to generating the relevance judgments in TREC. However, studies show the possibilities of errors introduced, level of errors, and threshold of acceptable errors when humans generate relevance judgments. Human errors have been noted during the Cranfield methodology where the relevant documents could not be identified due to human errors in indexing, searching, or in the process of preparing the catalogues. Proper indexing is crucial (Varathan, et al., 2014) , while a study shows the retrieval system used did not appear to show a significant effect on the system performance where only 1 in 20 retrieval errors could be associated with the retrieval system (Cleverdon, 1991) . Errors in retrieving the relevant documents due to same word with different meanings may cause a decrease in recall, and different words with the same or similar meanings may result in a retrieval of wrong or irrelevant documents, causing a decrease in precision (Carpineto & Romano, 2012) .
In analyzing the human assessment error, experts are not able to assign exact weights to attributes in web evaluation (Saeid, et al., 2011) . Similarly, assessment error is at a high level, and inconsistency exists between the various topics used during the laboratory-based evaluation (Scholer, et al., 2011) . While judging consumes a lot of time, the authors (Scholer, et al., 2011) have associated the distance between two documents' matches with the amount of time between the judgments made. Inconsistency increases as the distance between the duplicate pair increases as well (Scholer, et al., 2011) . Based on investigation, judging relevant documents needs more time compared to judging irrelevant documents (Carterette & Soboroff, 2010) . As time increases while performing the assessment, the possibilities of introducing errors increase (Smucker & Jethani, 2012) . In another experiment, results show that it takes a longer time for making error judgments when compared to making correct judgments (Smucker & Jethani, 2012) . In either scenario, the judges are prone to induce some level of error judgments.
In an analysis where at least one of the documents judged as relevant, the fraction of inconsistently judged duplicates that were rather similar range from 15% to 24% (Scholer, et al., 2011) . Multiple assessors were used to analyze the impact of the errors that could be introduced (Scholer, et al., 2011) . Engaging different groups of assessors show a low level of agreement in judging the relevancy (Bailey, et al., 2008) . The same documents judged by different assessors tend to cause disagreements on the relevancy where a low ranked document judged relevant and a high ranked document judged irrelevant cause disagreement from the other assessors (Webber, et al., 2012) . In other studies, the level of details provided in the topic specification does not seem to affect the errors introduced by the judges. Instead, previously judged similar documents have significant impact on the errors (Carterette & Soboroff, 2010; Rasmussen, 2002 ).
Despite human disagreements and possible errors induced in generating relevance judgments, the experiment proves that varied relevance judgments used for evaluating same runs show high levels of correlation coefficient (Voorhees, 2000) . This indicates, although different human assessor could produce different relevance judgments, that comparing the evaluation of retrieval performance is stable (Voorhees, 2000) . Besides, web user's satisfaction on the retrieved ranked documents is an important aspect in addition to relevance judgments (Huffman & Hochster, 2007) .
Alternative Methods in Generating Relevance Judgments
Due to possible errors from human assessors, studies to find alternate methods to generate relevance judgments without the involvement of human assessors (Nuray & Can, 2003; Soboroff, et al., 2001; Rajagopal, et al., 2014) or with minimal involvement of human assessors (Scholer, et al., 2011) have been conducted. For instance, a method known as exact fraction sampling of relevant document occurrences in each topic was used to populate the pseudo relevance judgments (Soboroff, et al., 2001) . The exact fraction method draws exact numbers of relevant documents per topic based on the percentage of relevant documents calculated from the original relevance judgments. Each topic consists of different numbers of relevant documents. The experimented exact fraction method without human assessors resulted in an average correlation coefficient of between 0.385 and 0.463 for the different TREC test collections (Soboroff, et al., 2001) . Although this method uses exact percentages per topic, the selection of relevant documents from the pool were random.
In another study, the TREC original relevance judgment was altered to suit the web resemblance scenario using a heuristics method to replicate the imperfect web environment (Nuray & Can, 2003) . The experimentation used four test collections, and three of the test collections were assumed as inaccessible or not available. The original relevance judgment was modified to indicate those documents from the inaccessible test collections as not relevant. The pooling and ranking of documents were done based on the similarity scores using the vector space model. Their experiment resulted in Kendall's tau correlation of automatic method and human assessed method for average precision and precision at DCV (Document Cutoff Value) appearing to be better for a pool depth of 30 compared to a pool depth of 200 (Nuray & Can, 2003) . The average precision correlation for the pool depth of 30 between the automatic method and the human judged relevance judgment ranges between 0.384 and 0.405 (Nuray & Can, 2003) .
Random selection of documents was performed based on the average number of relevant documents from each topic in the pool. The total percentage of relevant documents appearing in each topic is used to select and judge relevant documents for the pseudo relevance judgment. Their correlation coefficient ranges between 0.369 and 0.487 for all test collections (Soboroff, et al., 2001 ). There could be a loss of accuracy in selecting relevant documents due to the averaging of relevance documents occurrence in each pool. Alternatively, another method (Nuray & Can, 2003) had randomly selected top 10 documents from some systems to form the pool and repeated the selection 10 times before computing the average precision correlation. The resulted correlation of 0.401 was not as strong as that proposed by (Soboroff, et al., 2001 ).
In summary, the involvement of human assessors during the generation of relevance judgment induces errors and inconsistent judgment for the same documents by different assessors. Previous alternate methods have attempted to eliminate human assessors or involve minimal human assessment but did not obtain strong correlation coefficient.
Research Design
In the traditional TREC evaluation cycle, after pooling using the top X (usually 100) documents that are deemed to be most relevant from the submitted runs of participating systems, the pooled document is presented to human assessors for judgment to create the
relevance judgment. Instead, this study proposes the creation of relevance judgments without human assessors. The system scores are then calculated using the chosen metrics to rank the systems.
The system ranks obtained in this study use mean average precision (MAP) metrics. Then, correlation coefficient between system ranks using original relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments are computed. Equation (1) and Equation (2) shows the average precision (AP) and MAP equations respectively.
If there are R relevant documents for a query and if the evaluation is being carried out to some evaluation depth k, and if r i = 1 when the i th document in the ranking is relevant and r i = 0 otherwise, then the average precision for that query is computed as below:
MAP for a set of queries, Q is the mean of the average precision (AP) scores for each query, q and can be defined as below:
A previous study (Soboroff, et al., 2001 ) uses random selection of documents from the pool to generate pseudo relevance judgments, whereas in our study, the selection of relevant documents uses calculated scores in a systematic way to generate relevance judgments.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the proposed methods, exponential variation, and document rankings in detail.
Exponential Variation
The exponential variation method assumes that the possibilities of documents being relevant in a group with more occurrences are higher when compared to documents being relevant in 
groups with lower retrieval. The documents are grouped based on the number of occurrences but the number of relevant documents is determined using exponential 2 ௫ , where x ranges from zero to nine. Exponent mapping decreases document relevancy exponentially down the ranked list. Possibilities of relevant documents exist at low ranks.
Pooled documents consist of retrieved top X documents from participating systems.
These pooled documents are ordered in a descending manner based on the calculated percentage value (CV) computed using Equation (3).
The grouping of documents is based on the calculated percentage value (CV) ranging from 100% to 0% with intervals of 10% for each group. Each of these group map to a particular e. Order the documents in a descending manner based on number of occurrences.
f. Remove duplicate documents.
g. Calculate the % value using Equation (3).
h. Divide the documents into groups with intervals of 10% based on the calculated % value (CV).
i. Divide each group into sets based on the mapped exponent value. Group 3 has four documents in each set based on exponent 2 2 = 4. Judge the first document out of the four documents in each set in Group 3 as relevant.
Moving on to Group 4 with exponent 2 3 = 8, the documents within this group have a calculated percentage value (CV) between <70% and ≥60%. Each set has eight documents.
Judge the first document on each set as relevant. As the exponent increases, the number of documents within each set of a particular group increases as well. However, the percentage of the documents judged as relevant reduces, and this is feasible because as we go down the document list, it is expected that the documents would have a slimmer chance of being relevant.
Finally, group 10 consists of documents with a calculated percentage value (CV) of <10%, and each set within group 10 contains 512 documents, mapped with exponent 2 9 =512.
Similarly, judge the first document in each set in this group as relevant while the remaining 511 documents as irrelevant.
The proposed exponential variation method could allow possibilities of the document being relevant with a low calculated percentage value (CV) rather than focusing solely on the higher number of document occurrences. Judging the first document from each set is one systematic way in creating pseudo relevance judgment. On the other hand, other approaches, such as selecting designated numbers of documents according to the mapped exponent by random selection from each set or group, could be possible but not explored in this study to sustain the possibilities of creating similar pseudo relevance judgment.
Document Rankings
The document ranking method uses two variables from the system run files, namely the ( For example, TREC-8 has 108,819 documents in the pool when the pooled depth is 100.
Using the 5% selection, the top 5,441 documents is judged as relevant, the top 10,882 documents using the 10% selection, and top 21,764 documents will be judged as relevant for the 20% selection. The following are the steps taken to generate the pseudo relevance judgments.
a. Use runs from all systems after data cleaning phase.
b. Pool with depth of k (k = 100) c. Calculate the value for each document in each topic (Equation 4). d. Order the documents descending based on the calculated value (CR).
e. Mark the top documents' relevancy using specific percentage value (5%, 10%, or 20%).
f. Combine all judged relevant and irrelevant documents from each percentage to create separate pseudo relevance judgments.
Correlation Coefficient
For this study, Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation measures the correlation coefficient of the system rankings between the list of ranked systems using the MAP metric (Refer to Equation (2)) computed using the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments. The correlation coefficient measures the effectiveness of the proposed methods in generating a reliable set of relevance judgments. The correlation coefficient values closer to 1.0 is desirable, and in most of the IR evaluation related research, a correlation coefficient value of 0.9 and above represents a strong measure of linear relationship between two variables (Vorhees, 2005; Yilmaz & Aslam, 2006) . Obtaining a correlation coefficient of 0.5 and above could also be sufficient to contribute to the research area as a similar study conducted previously (Soboroff, et al., 2001) , which had obtained a correlation of approximately 0.5.
Results
The analysis of the results obtained through the experimentation conducted in this study using each proposed method in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are in separate sections starting with (a) exponential variation method for a pool depth of 100 and 200 and (b) document ranking method. Each results section consists of sub-sections as below:
i. The correlation coefficient between the list of ranked systems using the original relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments to determine if the proposed method in generating relevance judgment without human assessor could generate a sufficiently close relevance judgment with that generated through human assessors.
(Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1)
ii. The ranked systems generated using the original TREC relevance judgments is divided into 3 groups of systems with similar performance level; good, moderate, and low performing systems. The systems are sorted in a descending manner using the MAP scores generated using the original TREC relevance judgments and divided into approximately equal number of systems in each group. Good performing systems are those that have the best MAP scores, low performing systems are those with poor MAP scores, and moderately performing systems are those that fall in between the good and low performing systems. The analysis of the correlation coefficient of these three different groups of similar system performances generated using the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments is to identify if a particular group of systems perform well using the pseudo relevance judgment created through the proposed methods (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2).
The experiments use two different test collections: Ad-hoc track from TREC-8 and Web track from TREC-9. The three groups of similar system performance are based on their original TREC system scores for each test collection (see Table 1 ). Table 2 shows the correlation coefficient between the lists of ranked systems using system scores generated through the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments for the exponential variation method for a pool depth of 100 and 200 (see Table   2 ).
Exponential Variation Method

Overall Correlation Coefficient
Using pool depth 100, the exponential variation method produced a moderate Kendall's tau correlation of 0.470 for TREC-8 and a strong correlation of 0.556 for TREC-9. A strong Pearson correlation, above 0.7 for TREC-8 and TREC-9, could be due to the additional documents from the non-contributing systems that were not initially in the pool for original TREC relevance judgments.
The experiment with a pool depth of 200 for the exponential variation method is conducted because it is important to know if a deeper pool depth could produce a varying outcome. There were more documents in the pooling for depth 200 but the correlation coefficient was ranging close to those pooled at depth 100. This result shows that a deeper pool depth does not necessarily produce a better correlation coefficient.
The Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation using the exponential variation method for a pool depth of 100 and 200 is almost similar for both test collections and shows improvement with an increased depth but does not give a meaningful impact to the system rankings.
Correlation Coefficient of Ranked Systems with Similar Performance Level
The Kendall's tau and Pearson correlations between the lists of ranked systems using system scores generated through the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments for the exponential variation method were then computed for each group of systems with similar performances (see Table 3 ). The systems ranked in descending order using the MAP scores were generated from the original TREC relevance judgments and divided into approximately equal number of systems in each groups or subsections.
The low performing systems have strong correlations when measured using Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation coefficient, where the Kendall's tau generated a value of 0.8 while
Pearson correlation is 0.9 and above for TREC-8. Although there were additional documents from the non-contributing systems included in the pooling for pseudo relevance judgments, these documents did not influence the performance evaluation of the low performing systems.
Similarly, the low performing systems for TREC-9 also produced a strong Kendall's tau value of 0.8 and Pearson correlation of 0.9 and above. Clearly, the low performing systems have performed consistently across both test collections.
On the other hand, the moderately performing systems for TREC-8 and TREC-9 did not produce a strong correlation. The correlation coefficient between lists of system ranks using original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments using exponential variation method produced a weak correlation (see Table 3 ).
The good performing systems have negative correlations because the exponential variation method has now caused the scores of these systems to be lower when compared to the scores obtained using original TREC relevance judgments. The ranks of these systems have now decreased when compared to the original system ranks that causes the negative correlation coefficient.
The Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation for the list of ranked systems using original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgment for a pool depth of 200 are close to that of the pool depth of 100. All the low performing systems using a pool depth of 200 have better correlation coefficient when compared to that of the pool depth of 100 for both test collections (see Table 3 ). Although the improvement in the correlation is small with an increased pool depth to 200 using the exponential variation method, a better correlation is desirable.
Meanwhile, the moderately performing systems using the exponential variation method also has improvements with the correlation coefficient with an increased pool depth to 200.
Although the improvement is not drastic, the benefit to better correlations is definitely notable. Referring to Table 3 , the good performing systems for TREC-8 have strong but negative Pearson correlation caused by the lower system scores obtained using pseudo relevance judgments through the exponential variation method. While the system scores from the original TREC relevance judgments were increasing, the system scores from pseudo relevance judgments were decreasing, which could be the case where fewer relevant documents appeared in these systems when using pseudo relevance judgments compared to original TREC relevance judgments.
Document Ranking Method
Overall Correlation Coefficient
In document ranking method, the usage of various percentages to judge document relevancy produced a correlation coefficient between lists of ranked systems using system scores generated through the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments as shown in Table 4 .
For TREC-8, the 10% selection of documents from the pooled documents after computing the calculated value (CR) using Equation (4) has shown improvement in Kendall's tau correlation when compared to the 5% selection of the total pooled documents. When 20% documents selected to judge as relevant of the total documents from the pool using TREC-8, the correlation coefficients between the lists of ranked systems using system scores generated through original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments starts to decrease. Similarly, TREC-9 shows improvement in Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation for the 10% selection of pooled documents from all participating systems when compared to the 5% selection of documents.
Based on the correlation coefficient, the 10% selection from the total pooled documents has produced better Kendall's tau and Pearson correlation compared to the 5% and 20%
selections of pooled documents, whereby 3 out of 4 correlation coefficients values show improvement. This makes the 10% selection a better option for judging relevancy in generating the pseudo relevance judgments using the document ranking method. Overall, both metrics show that TREC-9 is better at all levels of correlation coefficient. Table 5 indicates the Kendall's tau correlation for the three groups or subsections of the systems based on their performance rankings from the original TREC relevance judgments (see Table 5 ).
Correlation Coefficient of Ranked Systems with Similar Performance Level
The Kendall's tau correlation for low performing systems produced strong correlations while the good performing systems did not produce good correlation coefficients for TREC-8. It simply translates that pairs of systems for good performing systems are more discordant when compared to low performing systems having higher concordant pairs of systems. The good and moderately performing systems have high numbers of relevant documents based on the original TREC relevance judgments, but now, the additional documents from the noncontributing systems have caused lesser relevant documents for these groups of systems using the document ranking method, influencing their performance rankings.
When verified with the computed Kendall's tau correlation for TREC-9, low performing systems also show strong correlations of approximately 0.8. Meanwhile, the good performing systems did not produce a good Kendall's tau correlation where the correlation between the system ranks using the original TREC relevance judgment and pseudo relevance judgment is almost independent. Table 6 shows the Pearson correlation for the three groups or subsections of the systems based on their performance rankings from the original relevance judgments (see Table 6 ).
The low performing systems, again, have strong Pearson correlations of 0.9 and above for TREC-8. The scores of the low performing systems have been increasing as those from the original system scores were increasing as well, hence, producing a very strong Pearson correlation. The similar correlation coefficient by the low performing systems for TREC-9
echoes TREC-8 in addition to having a better Pearson correlation coefficient.
Meanwhile, the moderately performing systems for TREC-8 has a Pearson correlation that is strong but only a moderate correlation for TREC-9, which is approximately below 0.4.
Whereas, the good performing systems for TREC-8 have the system ranking scores decreasing when computed with the pseudo relevance judgments, while those systems were originally performing well with the original TREC relevance judgments. The good performing system scores have dipped more for TREC-8 compared to TREC-9.
It can be clearly noted that the low performing systems have strong correlation coefficients across both test collections, and the 5% selection of documents have the best Pearson correlation compared to 10% and 20%.
Discussion
Experiments with different pool depths have increased the numbers of relevant documents in the pseudo relevance judgments, but correlation coefficients between lists of system ranks using the original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments did not increase largely. As mentioned in the previous study, the results show reliable output when a sufficient pool depth of 100 is used (Zobel, 1998) . Similarly, it can be reiterated that sufficiently good results are obtained through pool depth 100, although an increasing pool depth does provide improvement in the system effectiveness scores. Without pooling, there would be too many documents to judge by human assessors, which may introduce errors in the judgments. The proposed methods overcome disagreement errors introduced by human assessors while systematically generating relevance judgment. The concern of too many documents for judgment by human assessors is therefore minimized.
The proposed exponential variation method focuses on judging the relevancy of documents using exponent mapping. With the assumption that document relevancy decreases exponentially down the ranked list, this method attempts to overcome the elimination of low ranked relevant documents. It also benefits to satisfy the uncommon user needs who may find low ranked documents as relevant. In other words, this method satisfies users who find relevancy in documents that are the least of interest to majority of users who find relevant documents at the top ranks. The experiment conducted using the exponential variation method only uses a single variation for relevant document selection although other ways could be experimented.
On the other hand, the document ranking method takes into consideration the document ranks from various systems instead of only the number of occurrences of each document.
Utilizing document ranks have produced better correlation coefficients between the lists of system ranks using original TREC relevance judgments and pseudo relevance judgments compared to the exponential variation method that did not use document ranks. This indicates that document ranks provide a useful contribution in generating pseudo relevance judgments.
The implementation of the document ranking method in evaluating real web retrieval systems would require ranks from multiple retrieval systems to produce new relevant document ranks.
Conclusions and Future Work
Two main methods have been experimented in creating the relevance judgments to reduce the human efforts involved. Based on the Kendall's tau correlation, the document ranking method has higher correlations compared to the exponential variation method. In the subdivision of systems with similar performances, the low performing systems correlate positively with the original systems ranks. Pooling with non-contributing and contributing systems from TREC has a minimal impact on the system rankings of low performing systems since the methods proposed have judged the relevancy of documents in a reliable manner where the proposed methods does not re-rank the low performing systems to high ranks.
However, the proposed methods with documents from contributing and non-contributing systems have affected the system rankings of the good and moderately performing systems that could be due to the additional documents from the non-contributing systems.
Experimenting with an increased pool depth of 200 did not generate sufficient improvement in the correlation coefficient but showed a slight improvement in the system rankings. The low performing systems for the pool depth 200 continues to have a strong correlation coefficient despite pooling with non-contributing and contributing systems.
The proposed document ranking method could be accepted as a reliable alternative to traditional pooling as the correlation coefficient obtained is above 0.5, better than previous study (Soboroff, et al., 2001) . Pooling documents from contributing and non-contributing systems and generating relevance judgments without human assessors are the advantages of the proposed methods. Though alternate methods to generate human assessed relevance judgments show promising results, proceeding without humans may require sufficient studies to incorporate human behaviors in relevance assessment. Humans provide user satisfaction input, context, and error handling in relevance assessments. 
